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Situation luxury real estate market  
in Ticino - March 2018 
Dear Homeowner  

Ticino Tourism states: "Ticino is back".   

After years  of shrinking numbers of tourists, In 2016 the trend changed, and in 2017 Ticino arrived 
to be the fastest growing tourism destination Canton in Switzerland (+7,7%night stays). 

Two “Ticino-factors”were: the opening of the high-speed Gotthard-base railway tunnel which led to 
a strong grow of passengers coming from the north by train – many of them tourists. Further the 
good and warm weather in 2017 attracted many. More general, the rising Euro helped making 
Switzerland more affordable, and the unstable situation in many holiday destinations around the 

world rendered “safe places” such as Switzerland more attractive. 

Turning to real estate. Above introduction already touches the main factors influencing the Ticino 
luxury housing market:  traffic connections, climate, exchange rates security.  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REAL ESTATE MARKET 2018 OUTLOOK 

As we stated in an earlier vision, it is domestic political decision (regarding taxes, residence law, 
public transport, central bank interest rates and/or exchange rate) which counts for the main long-

term influence on Ticino luxury housing market.      

In 2018, in contrast to earlier years, no important political decision with a possible strong effect on 
luxury housing market is pending.  

The most likely event within the economy, to influence housing market, is a possible crash of stock 
markets which could cause a short-term stop on housing transactions, and long-term effects would 
likely be negative in their majority. Less imminent but somewhere at the horizon lures a substantial 

rise of mortgage rates which would slow real estate markets and might cause falling prices. Side 
effect of this resulting fall of real estate prices are falling values, which could harm many private 
unable to find shelter: Even who feels very secure because of a long term fixed mortgage might find 
himself confronted with the bank’s claim to put additional money for to covering the bank’s shrunk 
safety margin between mortgage and market value (min. 20%). The average mortgage per 
inhabitant in CH is world record, and since only a low 40% of all inhabitants in CH own property, and 

95% of them have a mortgage, it is 38% of the population who is higher indebted than in any other 
country.  Here is a danger.  

Further, returning to the good Ticino tourism result: The lowest sector of tourism (Hotels 0-2 stars) 
made the most progress (+22%), while the Ticino luxury hotel sector (5 stars) actually kept shrinking 
(-3,4% overnight stays). Hmm.  
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Therefore, the luxury sector does not want to retake that quickly. But our outlook for 2018 remains 
rather positive. Yes, it is true that there is an unusual high number of apartments and villas for sale 
on the market, but quite a few indicators seem to work in the right direction:  

1. Worldwide, the number of UHNW households is rising very fast, from 2010 to 2016 a whopping 
91%, and this trend is unbroken  

2. Within the next three years, 25% of globalUHNWI plan to acquire real estate while only 17% 
looking to sell, which describes the future worldwide luxury market as a clear seller’s market  

3. General worldwide attractiveness of Ticino among the “desirable places to live” is intact  

4. Ticino is getting more attractive lately 

5. TI-luxury home prices are falling since 2014. They were falling in 2017 too, we assume a decline 
of between10% and-20%*; this movement could soon find an end now  

6. Purchasers from Euroland could discount an additional 9,5% (7% for Brits), due to falling CHF  

7. In TI, the number of real estate transactions started to rise in the second half of 2017**  
(within CH, this same trend is only in 2 cantons, GE and ZH). 

8. Making us rather cautious ist the fact that in 2017 Real estate was the Swiss business sector 

creating the second most new companies -  many of them will tell tales of milk and honey 
during their forseeable short life...(don't let you trap) 

We know that in the absence of comprehensive and complete statistics there are a lot of indices 
regarding real estate market, claiming both rising or falling prices.We think our overview gives a true 
picture. 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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS 

After a surprisingly excellent 2016, we faced an extremely active 2017, and we had to enlarge the 
number of our sales people.But sales discussions were long and thorny, and price discussions were 

often harsh. We expect 2018 to beat 2017.   

To our home-owners, we believe to offer more than we ever could in the past: 

1. As a “starting kit”, we concentrated on producing our fine-tuned and concise appraisals for 
nearly each property, combined with advised asking prices. These recommendation is serious 
information for sellers, about their property’s sales’ chances. 

2. As you know, 93% of real estate buyers focus on the Internet, before they buy. 4 out of 5 luxury 

buyers believe that they can gather on internet all the relevant info for their first decision about 
property to visit, before relating to a real estate specialist. With our unique network of 9 leading 
websites including our own (which has won a Global Leading Websites Award 2015: "Real Estate 
Standard of Excellence") we almost find every person who wants to buy something in the Ticino 
high end. For 2018 we add our new exclusive website relationship with New York’s leading 
luxury real estate company BHS BrownHarrisStevens. 

3. Prospective buyers see your property in the right light: in 2017 we started to roll out video of 
property we feature in exclusive, and we produced the amazing number of 40 videos during 
the year. Further, we more than doubled the number of social media sites which we use as 
marketing platforms, from 5 to 11. WETAG-marketing quality was awarded 3rd place at the 2018 
“Luxury Portfolio Global Annual Conference” in Las Vegas, amongst approx. 50 companies of all 
continents. 

4. Our data base remains a preferred tool: amongst the +20’000 entries are almost 2000 currently 
active seekers. 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For 2018 may we advise home-sellers as follows 

1. Thanks to the large number of property offered for sale, purchasers got pickier. And, many 
purchasers have very little spare time but very precise ideas how they want to live: Older-style-

mansions (1930-1980) get more and more out of favor, they are regarded as “hopeless” in 
construction, in technics and layout. Then, we see perfectly staged properties to sell much 
quicker than normal ones. Therefore, consider a small investment into a perfect pre-sale-
preparation, it will pay. We gladly advise you for detail.   

2. The high-end (CHF +10 mill): we are slightly worried regarding the sales chances of many of our 
highest-end properties, since "right price" is the dominating decision-factor for purchasers. In 

January of 2017 we recommended for properties longer than 18 months on the market, and 
haven’t seen a price-reduction in 2016, to lower their asking prices by 15%-20%. In realty, within 
our 30 most expensive properties we offer for sale, only 6 owners applied an asking-price 
reduction, and only one sold. “It’s all far too expensive here, no real value, we have to decide 
differently” find many of our interested buyers. 

3. We repeat: high-end prices declined approx. 30% since 2014. We predict that the decline in the 

luxury sector could come to an end now, but we urge our sellers to carefully follow the price 
trend of the last years: there is statistical proof that homes which are offered for a long time at a 
too high price will finally sell at prices lower than average. 

4. The mid-tier market (3-10 mill): many existing home-owners and nearly all new incoming 
homeowners adjusted to, or accepted, the price range we advised. As a clear result, the number 
of property visits was at an all-time-high in 2017. This trend is likely to go on in 2018 and will 

lead to lively sales in this part of our market. Throughout our whole portfolio (all price-ranges), 
we could reach an average sales duration in 2017 of 17,5 months (time between the registration 
of the property within our system, and the signature of the sales contract), with a wide variation 
though (the quickest sale took less than 1 month, while the slowest needed 5 years).  

5. We feature less and less "Price on request"-property. Most owners understand that in today’s 
internet world, "price-upon-request”-properties are overlooked. Allow us to publish the price.  

6. Last but not least: We always have a choice of property for sale, where we do not do any 

publicity at all (private sales). Feel free to ask for this service, we are quite capable. 
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I encourage you to call me in case you’d like to discuss these 
ideas.  

  

Sincerely 
Ueli Schnorf 
Locarno/Lugano, February of 2018 

*TheFahrländer Report which claims to rely on a database regarding 60% of market transactions (most real estate databases in CH rely on 
advertised asking prices instead) showed for Canton TI for the full year 3.2106 – 3.2017 a price decline on medium apartments of 11,5%, 

on land for apartment buildings of 18,3%, on medium single-family homes of 7,8% and on land for single family homes of13,9%. The 

decline for the luxury segment was stronger than these median figures. 

** according to SRED Swiss Real Estate Data Pool
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